Face Recognition Access Control
Face Verification NFC/RFID

Mobile Phone Identification on the move.
Contactless technology.
Face Verification using Already In-House cameras (Megapixel).
Independent NFC and Camera from device unit.

www.ganetec.com
Minimum distance between eyes: 12 pixels
Recommended distance between eyes: 25 pixels
Maximum angle from camera: +/-36 degrees

Features:
- Mobile Phone Identification on the move
- Contactless technology
- Face Verification using Already In-House cameras (Mpx)
- Independent NFC and Camera from device unit

Modules:
- Biometric Core Fusion
- Multiple algorithms
- High availability and Load balancing
- Access Control Face Recognition ADD-ON
  - Applications:
    - Real Time enroll on all cameras
    - Real Time recognition in all cameras
  - Unlimited access control units
    (NFC device and cameras)
- Easy and Fast
- Framework Integration ADD-ON.
  - 100% compatible and integrated:
    - Milestone and Genetec
    - Honeywell and Paxton

Please contact a sales representative if you have a specific requirement.